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An earlier version of this book was a thesis (Univer sity of Hawaii.
1990) that was reviewed in the columns of lhis Bulletin (n0:3 •. 1992)
along wilh several other studies of the last decade on sham.amc oral
literature in Nepal . Now that it has been reworked and published. the
book dese rves a review of its own.
Gregory Maslc.ar inec has chosen to present a shamanic .tradition
among a community of Blacksmiths in Western Nepallh r O~gh I~ so.ngs.
Echoing the way in which shamans invoke their ancestor~ 11\ the~r (Itual
ouvertures, the author uses the introductory chapter to Situate himself in this case, in the lineage of Wiu genstein and other philosophers of
language. The theoretical position that is stressed throughout the book
may be summarised here. In the analysis of a social phenomenon, w~at
is said is of primar y importance: "Language is the most central SOCial
phenomcnon ... the primary means by which peo~le .are ~ialiscd ... ~y
which they participate in a society" ( 12). This principle IS I11USlTaled In
shamanic seances which "affirm that reality truly is socially constructed
through the medium of language. Consequently only words have ~y
genui ne effect on the world and its participants." (242). 'Therefor~. In
order to understand what a shamM is and what he does, one has to listen
to him _ to his public discourse and his songs. and not to his pri vate
conversation or the expression of his internal state. because the
perspective here is SOCiological. and not psychological ( 15).
Moreover. and here comes a second set of propositions - one has
to keep to what is said. Md understand the texts within themse~ves ,
respecting me limits that they set. In other words o ne should nelt~r
step out of me tradition that is studied nor tr y to im~se exhaust ive
interpretations from a so-called objective point of view. The tellts
contain ever ything there is to know.
Understanding tradition in this way meMS abandoning !he a
priori of classical Western philosophy whereby language denotes things
in a world that it mirrors. For Maskarinec the shamans do not use
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IWlguage to signify a reality differem from this world but rather to

crtae ano!her reality. The idea is that shamanie words really generate a
new world. in which shamWls can exercise their power : "With his
words, which are his power and his lools. he creates the ilJness. creates
the body of the patient. and creates the world in which his patiems
ellperience relief' (J 93). Any study that shuns me tellt in favou r of
interpreting what is said would be condemning ilSClf to see only
irrelevance in shamWlil: aClion.
Whether or nOl one agrees on these principles. this is a clear ly
stated position. To the elltent that it is inspired by ethnomethodology.
this position adopts the methods of the elhnos in question. In this respect
it is radically different. from those underlying classical ethnographical
descr iptions in which the obser ver remains outside what he observes.
And the premises here 'Will be accepted a priori. since they underlie the
presentation of the infor mation.
The author's desire to show that shamWlic texts are "carefully
crafted to appear exactly a theology, pure. perfect. sacred and
unchangeable" (117) determines the cour se of the book. TIle second
chapter argues that the songs present a "comprehensive" and "refined"
aetiology of 311 the possible diseases known of the villagers. The fourth
chapter shows how these songs enclose the "stage directions" to be
followed as the riles unfold - what the author caUs the "renexive
character of shamanic speech and shamanic action", in the sense that one
uses what is said to explain what is done. The idea that shamanic words
are per fectly intelligible is recurrent in the fifth chaptcr on the subject
o f magic spells or mal/t"l'll. Maskarinec shows that these spells, 100 often
represented in the literature as meaningless gibberish unered by
charlatans, actually convey a deep meaning. The rhyming and rh ytmic
verses restore order by fighting entropy. "the true enemy of a shaman".
In view of the importance that the author rightly accords to
shamanic literature. il is reg renable that the lexts arc presented
piecemeal. as mere illustrat ions of the argument. Hardly any of the
songs are given in their totality, and their local origin (the author
worked in several villages and even several districts) and singers arc
rarely specified. The transcription of the songs is absent here (allhough
it is presented in the thesis) . Md notes and comments on the translation
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are rare. For example. we do not know the original expression that the
author translates as "Ramma Jumratam (the first shaman] began to be
possessed" (99), although it is known thal in Nepali various images can
be used to describe the phenomenon that anthropologists call
"possession". What are these images here? No doubt the author knows
them: this is clear from some of his other works, but we are here left in
the dark. Although very rich. the material presented in this book cannOt
easily be used as a source.
It seems that what mallers to the author is less to provide
documents on the tradition that he studied . than 10 invite the reader to
experience this tradition as far as possible, that is. within the limits of a
book. This is also why he prefers to leave a text partly unexplained
rather than to impose upon it an interpretation that he fee ls would be
lotalizing and would prevent the shamanic poetry from auracting the
reader towards the world that it is made to crente. The conclusion
(Chapter 7) is aClUally very explicit about the initiatic intent ion that
guided the writing or the book. Simi lar to a shamanic journey, it aims at
transrorming the reader in the same way as the author has himselr been
transformed: "I too struggle to create a new world, where we no longer
suffer from treating words as though they were pictures" (236).
It mlly be worth mentioning that Maskarinec transcribed in
Devanagari thousands of lines that he recorded and translated during the
six years that he was based in JajarkOl. Far from being a humble
copyist, he completed his knowledge by learning these lines by heart.
The author's mastery of his material is expressed in terms more
reminiscent of the discourse of a shaman than of a social scientist: "By
now I know more shaman lexts than does any shaman in Nepal... It is
Ihis competence that permits me 10 write with a certain authority ... with
some assurance that ] have got things right" (236). And a little later : "]
have. it seems. gone further than most ethnomethodologists having not
JUSt uncovered native methods of constructing sense but applying those
methods 10 help members make sense of their lives." (238).
It should be obvious that for the author it is only by trying to
become a shaman that one may understand what a shaman is. From this
point of view the exclusive distinction between the IWO roles that was
made above becomes irrelevant. This is a debate that indeed lies at the

heart of the study of religions: is it possible to understand a belief
without holding it? Or, on the contrary. is it possible to give a fai r
account of a belief that one also holds? But what to my eyes remains
undebatable is the presentation of what has been chosen to be explained.
The r~der has no means or checking and discussing or even using the
material prescmed here in different perspectives. The decomexlUali.sed
prese~talion of dismembered shamanie songs renders this impossible.
And It remains difficult to underSland how the shamanie wor ld of
"literal metaphors" (167) is inscribed in the ordinary world of the
community.
One cannot but agree with Maskar inec when he writes that
shamans create (or at least "create") other worlds with their words. but
the process of this creation deserves a careful deSCription. Str angely
enough. Maskarinec limits himself to Malinowski'$ perspective in seeing
the song as a charter for act ion. even in Ihe imeresling chapter devoted
to "the Sound of Things", he neglecls to analyse the way acts, words and
o~jects ar~ tied together in a shamanie seance to the point of fo rming a
kmd of ritual conglomerate where words tend 10 solidi ry. My own
exper ience in a neighbouring area led me to see acts, rather than words,
as the focal point in the ritual. There is no question that in the process
of borrowing their shamanic tradition from the Magar, the Ouullel gave
scant aUention to words. keeping the acts as the main bearers of the
tradition. If this is definitely not the case in the situation studied in
Jajarkot. it would have been worth stressing it.
Although the vectors of this shamanic tradition are mainly Hindu
Blacksmiths. Maskarincc emphasises that "this distinct culture [is] often
at odds with surrounding dominant cultures of Western Nepal" (75).
Ther.e ar~. nevertheless. "rare. severely transformed appearance of
classiC (Hindu J mythology in tlte shamwl's material" (40) as welt as the
possible influence of the Tibetan chi.k1 ceremony on a specific ritual act
in which the shaman is shown performing a SOrt of sel f-sacrificc (59).
In the third chapler he allempls a sketch of the historical and Cultural
ba~kground of this tradi tion. The region is traversed by pilgrims on
thelT way to Moum KaiJash and is marked by important centres or
Kanphala yog is, about whom many referenccs can be found in the
mythology studied. By contrast the presence of important Buddhist
centres in the North (Jum la) is hardly mirrored by the songs in which
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there are only rare mentions of lamas. Since these mentions are always
negative. the author suggeSts that the shamans were somehow linked in
the past to the practitioners of the Bon religion which was in violent
connict with invading Buddhism. While this is certainly an interesting
line of inquiry. it is worth investigating the possibility that the implicit
hosti lity may be derived from an association with the ethos of the
Kalyala dynasty of lumla. which carved out a strongly Hindu Kingdom
in me ruins of the Buddhist Malla Empire.
The tradition presented here is also strongly reminiscent of what
l. Hitchcock called Dhaulagiri shamanism. that is practised by the
Northern Magar as well as by the Blacksmiths who live with them. Not
only do the si milar narrative mOlifs of the songs make this obvious but
also the twO ceremonies that frame the life of a shaman, his initiation
and his funeral s, that are described in the sixth chapter . These provide a
mine of information of great comparative value.
This book is the fruit of an experience of which any reader will
acknowledge the authenticity. and it has already been greatly
appreciated, not least by the nation which hosted the research: the
author was recently awarded the Birendra Academy Decoration. a
distinction that unti l now has been extended to Toni Hagen and the late
Otristoph von Filrer -Haimendorf.

Diana K. My ers and Susa n S, Henn, Ed it ors, Fr om the Land
0/ th e Thu.nder Dragon .' Textile A TU 0/ Bhu.tan, London
Serind ia Publications, Salem, I)eabody Essex Museum, 1994:
248 p., 130 colour pi ales, 20 b&w photos.
Review by Ann Hccht
In recem years there has been a proliferation of books on textiles
especially on India and the far east, and the subjects have becom~
familiar with a surfeit of pictures but not necessarily scholarly texts to
accompany them.
It is all the more exciting therefore to find this excellent book
on the textiles of Bhutan. a less well known country, written by four
expens. The book was published to coincide with a special exhibition
'From the Land of thl: Thunder Dragon' based on the collection of the
Pea~y Essex Mus:cum. augmented wi th further examples from public
and private collections. The text is written and edited by Diana K.
Myers and Susan S. Bean with contributions from Michael Aris and
Frano;:oise Pommarel. As one would expect from such a scholarly
volume there are notes. a glossary. a catalogue of the exhibition
objects, references. and a detailed index.

It is only in roundabout ways that Bhutan textiles have come
into museum colleclions. 10e fi r st such were acquired by museums in
Brit~in, broughl back by British diplomats. the only western power at
the lime 10 have relations with Bhutan. lane A. Phillips. a patron of the
Peabody Essex Museum, was captivated by the exquisite and intricate
patterns of the Bhut:Ulese costumes in a collection of textiles from
Kathmandu brought into the museum by a dealer in the ear ly I 980s.
From thal firS! sighting she begnn to build the collection on which this
catalogue is based.
Tex t i l~ in Bhutan are integrated into all aspects of life. They
represent presllge, wt:alth, and forms of payment, in addition to their
~sc in Buddhist ritual. Items or clothing and gifts of cloth mark
tmportant social occasions. both small and large, private and
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